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ABSTRACT

Healthcare and medical fields are among the areas of AI applications that require serious attention when it comes to ethical and trustworthy AI. In the medical field, artificial intelligence is applied in laboratory research, regulation-policy making, and clinical intervention. Several factors need to be seriously accounted for in the AI-empowered healthcare system, including algorithm transparency, bias mitigation, domain-expert involvement, privacy and data protection, and informed consent. In this article, we summarized the applications of AI in the field of medical and healthcare sectors. We also presented the possible ethical issues in AI applications in mentioned sectors. These issues include transparency and safety, informed consent and right to information, algorithmic fairness and biases, and data privacy and sharing regulation. We then present the basic principles of AI ethics and the existing AI guidelines, especially for the fields of medicine and healthcare. Based on the existing issues and guidelines, we believe that there are still many factors that need to be perfected, such as how we can generalize these guidelines worldwide and how these guidelines can be legally-binding. Detailed clauses in the guideline and law enforcement are another issue that should be addressed such that no loophole can be addressed. Ethical consideration is critical in AI applications, especially in the medical and healthcare fields. Until these issues can be totally addressed, we believe that AI applications in healthcare should be very strictly monitored.
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Introduction

Healthcare and medical fields are among the areas of AI applications that require serious attention when it comes to ethical and trustworthy AI. In the medical field, artificial intelligence is applied in laboratory research, regulation-policy making, and clinical intervention. According to the clinical phase, the applications of AI in the medical area can be divided into three categories: prediction, detection, and prevention-treatment (intervention). Until today, much research has been conducted on AI implementation in healthcare and medical areas, such as COVID and other outbreaks prediction [1, 2, 3], AI-assisted medical imaging [4, 5, 6], AI surgery robots [7, 8], AI-driven medical implants [9], AI-aided precision medicine [10, 11], and even AI-empowered drugs discovery [12].

Several factors need to be seriously accounted for in the AI-empowered healthcare system, including algorithm transparency, bias mitigation, domain-expert involvement, privacy and data protection, and informed consent. Furthermore, responsibility is also an issue that needs to be evaluated. For example, if an AI made a mistake in the medical prediction or intervention, who would be responsible for it? Human-interaction awareness is another concern. Should the patients always be aware that they are interacting with the robot or human healthcare worker? It is also worth discussing whether current AI advances are 'smart' enough to provide final decisions about diagnosis and treatment, or whether these decisions still have to be made by experts with the help of AI as an assistance tool. Nevertheless, we should ensure that the AI system is safe, effective, efficient, proven (scientifically and medically), and enable evidence-based medical innovation while not violating the fundamental ethical principles before being deployed in the clinical world.

In this article, we summarized the applications of AI in the field of medical and healthcare sectors. We also presented the possible ethical issues in AI applications in mentioned sectors. These issues include transparency and safety, informed consent and right to information, algorithmic fairness and biases, and data privacy and sharing regulation. We then present the basic principles of AI ethics and the existing AI guidelines, especially for the fields of medicine and healthcare. We compared and summarized the ethical guidelines proposed by various bodies around the world. We presented a discussion on how we can avoid and not repeat these 'unethical' AI cases in the future. Lastly, we present several examples of ethical dilemmas in AI applications, not only in the fields of medicine and healthcare, but also from the general perspective. Actually, we split the discussion of the topic "Artificial Intelligence for Human Life" into two chapters due to the page limitations. This article is the second of two chapters. In the first article, we discussed several cases of AI development...
misconduct and 'unethical' AI, such as biased algorithms and privacy breaches during data gathering.

Material And Methods

The main objective of this study is to analyze the development and application of AI from an ethical perspective. Additionally, we explored the basic principles of AI ethics and the existing AI guidelines, especially for the fields of medicine and healthcare. For this critical narrative review, we conducted a thorough search of Scopus, PubMed, and Google Scholar for literature addressing precision medicine. We also selected publications that discussed common ethical issues in the application of AI. Artificial intelligence, machine learning, medicine, and ethics were the terms employed in the search strategy. The search was only conducted in English and Indonesian. The year of publication or study was not limited. 70 published works were gathered as a result. In this publication, all forms of research studies were taken into account. Unpublished data, articles that had not yet been accepted, and technical notes were eliminated.

AI Applications in Medical and Healthcare Sectors

In the last decade, slowly but surely, AI has been explored and applied in the field of medical and healthcare sectors. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) swiftly authorizes AI, mainly machine learning technologies [13]. Da Vinci, a surgical system developed by the American company Intuitive Surgical, was approved by the FDA in 2000, and there are now over 5000 units in use worldwide [14]. Da Vinci surgical systems, which can be controlled by a physician remotely, enable sophisticated surgery utilizing a minimally invasive method. These advancements primarily occur in the form of FDA clearances, which require products to achieve a lower regulatory bar than full-fledged approvals, but they do pave the way for AI/ML systems to be utilized in genuine clinical situations [15].

The FDA has examined and approved an increasing number of devices that are legally commercialized with ML over the past ten years, and it predicts that this trend will continue. In October 2022, more than 500 medical technologies that are supported by artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) were added to the list of approved technologies. These gadgets serve as both therapeutic and diagnostic tools in the field of radiology, pathology, cardiology, gastroenterology, neurology, and many more [13].

In 2022, Rajpurkar, et al. [16] summarized the development of AI in medicine over the past two years. They discovered that image categorization in the fields of radiology, ophthalmology, pathology, and gastroenterology has been remarkably successful using deep learning, in which neural networks learn characteristics straight from the data. Stronger reporting
transparency and validation requirements will be needed, along with evidence of their influence on clinical outcomes, in order to increase public trust in medical AI systems.

In the field of cardiology, AI has been used to distinguish heart rhythms, particularly atrial fibrillation (AF) effectively [17]. Due to AF's rising prevalence, there has been an increased interest in detecting it. Additionally, NN models that could identify AF have been included in smartwatches, and as a result of the widespread use of smartwatches, this technology may help thousands of patients [18]. Additionally, ML models can be utilized to forecast a patient's prognosis following cardiovascular treatments like percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) and cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) [19].

The Smart Tissue Autonomous Robot (STAR), created by Johns Hopkins University, was built with algorithms that allowed it to conduct autonomous ex vivo and in vivo bowel anastomosis in animal models as well as match or surpass human surgeons [20]. Initial efforts to augment technical skills with AI focused on minor accomplishments like task deconstruction and autonomous execution of straightforward tasks like suturing [21]. Such initiatives have been essential in building a knowledge base for more difficult AI jobs. Truly autonomous robotic surgery will not be feasible for some time, but collaboration between different sectors will probably hasten the development of AI's surgical care-improving skills.

In addition to the clinical setting, AI and ML technology are essential for the development of new drugs. Many drug discovery processes, including structure-based virtual screening, peptide synthesis, drug monitoring, and physiochemical activity, have adopted machine learning and deep learning algorithms [22]. In this review, we have summarized major study advances of AI in medicine according to the clinical phase. The summary is presented in Table 1.

**Table 1. AI utilization in medicine research**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Database/ Samples</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Employing the CNN algorithm to predict vascular aging using photoplethysmography (PPG) signals obtained from a smartphone.</td>
<td>4769 participants' PPG recordings</td>
<td>AUC: 0.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicting a diabetic patient's daily glucose levels using the LSTM algorithm.</td>
<td>Monitoring of over the six-month course of 10 patients' diet, exercise, weight, and blood sugar</td>
<td>Accuracy: 64.837% for ±10% range of the actual glucose level value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Detection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Dataset Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ribeiro et al., 2020 [26]</td>
<td>Using the DNN algorithm to identify 6 different forms of irregular cardiac rhythms.</td>
<td>2 million 12-lead ECGs</td>
<td>Specificity &gt;0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baig et al., 2021 [27]</td>
<td>Using a fuzzy inference technique for prediabetes and type 2 diabetes early detection.</td>
<td>7.25 hours of vital signs, activity, and ECG data combined in multiple sessions over 10 months</td>
<td>Accuracy: 91%; Sensitivity: 94%; Specificity: 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al., 2019 [28]</td>
<td>Using the DCNN to detect early gastric cancer (EGC).</td>
<td>3170 gastric cancer and 5981 benign images</td>
<td>Accuracy: 92.5 %; Sensitivity: 94.0 %; Specificity: 91.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Intervention**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Dataset Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hetherington et al., 2017 [29]</td>
<td>Using convolutional neural networks to automatically identify the sacrum, the L1-L5 vertebrae and vertebral spaces from ultrasound images in real-time.</td>
<td>Ultrasound images were acquired from 20 participants and recordings of more than 100 sequential ultrasound frames of the subject's vertebral planes</td>
<td>Accuracy &gt;95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smistad et al., 2018 [30]</td>
<td>Training a convolutional neural network to recognize the femoral artery or vein and distinguish it from other possibly similar ultrasound pictures.</td>
<td>Ultrasound images of the groin from 15 patients</td>
<td>Accuracy: 94.5% ± 2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tam et al., 2016 [31]</td>
<td>Comparing laparoscopic and robotic colon surgery.</td>
<td>2735 patients</td>
<td>Lower conversion rate and shorter length of stay for robotic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ethical Issues in AI for Medical and Healthcare Applications

Fig. 1. The relationship between AI, ML, and DL

Artificial intelligence has many definitions. Oxford English Dictionary defines AI as the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages [32]. To avoid confusion, machine learning (ML) is a subset of AI, a technique that uses a statistical method to enable machines to adapt and improve along with experience. Deep learning (DL) is a subset of ML with multiple layers of artificial neural networks that can be used to identify patterns in a massive dataset [33]. Fig. 1 displays the relations between AI, ML, and DL. Often AI works as a black box, meaning that it is very difficult to fully interpret what is happening within the AI box itself, especially for clinicians. Because of this very reason (among other reasons), AI applications, especially in the medical and healthcare sectors, cause many bioethical dilemmas. In this subsection, we present several bioethical challenges in AI applications in the healthcare sector.

A. Transparency and Safety

As aforementioned, transparency is a major issue in AI applications. One of the main principles of AI applications in the healthcare sector is that the safety of the patients should always be ensured and guaranteed. To provide a clear example of this issue, let us discuss IBM Watson for Oncology case [34]. IBM Watson for Oncology provides a new innovation in cancer treatments by using artificial intelligence. IBM helps doctors to choose the best cancer treatment options based on the patient's medical records. While this idea seems neat, the execution sparks numerous criticisms. The criticisms come from the finding that the AI system is reportedly providing "incorrect and unsafe" recommendations for cancer treatment [35, 36]. Apparently, this problem has occurred because the AI training in IBM Watson for Oncology uses only a few generated cancer cases instead of using actual patient data. According to the Memorial Sloan Kettering (MSK) cancer center, where the AI system was designed, however,
the "system error" only happened during the testing period. Therefore, no false treatment recommendations are actually being delivered to real patients [37].

Although the above case is claimed to have no negative effects on real patients, criticisms are still raised because IBM decided to keep the unsafe and incorrect treatment recommendations secret for more than one year. To ensure patient safety and confidence, an AI system should be transparent. A transparent AI system creates trust among patients, clinicians, AI providers, and governing bodies. However, practically, it is very challenging (if not impossible) to fully disclose all of the algorithms to the public. Exposed algorithms may lead to property infringement, system exploitation, and even cybersecurity threats.

Now, one question is raised. To what extent should we disclose the AI system? First, AI engineers should be transparent and honest about AI performance (e.g., accuracy) and limitations. Then, AI techniques such as deep learning comprised of multilayer complicated neural networks which might be beyond the knowledge of the user (i.e., clinicians and patients). In fact, in some cases, even the AI developer itself cannot understand how an AI system reached its decision. This lack of knowledge might cause serious anxiety for healthcare professionals. As an example, Danish firm Corti in 2018 claimed that its algorithm is capable of detecting out-of-hospital cardiac arrest quicker than a human being. However, even Corti's developer does not know how the system reaches its decision to recognize cardiac arrest and alert the emergency responders [38]. Therefore, it is important that developers should provide adequate interpretations such that the AI system users can sufficiently understand how the system works and are capable of avoiding any mistakes. Finally, it is critical to form an external independent auditing body to ensure that the AI system is safe and sufficiently transparent.

B. Informed Consent and Right to Information

Informed consent is one of the basic rights of a patient. With the rise of AI applications in the healthcare system, will it interfere with informed consent principles? In an AI-assisted healthcare system, there are many questions regarding informed consent. First, do the patients need to know whether they are being given a treatment based on the AI suggestion? Should a clinician disclose that they cannot fully interpret the AI outcome (i.e., treatment recommendations)? Do the patients have the option to decide whether they want to be treated with an AI-assisted system or not?

Another principle that needs to be discussed is the 'right to be educated'. For example, to what extent are medical professionals required to explain to the patient about the AI complexities, the algorithms that are used, the system accuracy and the risk, the type of data input, and possible outcome bias?
Data availability is one of the vital components of AI development. Therefore, it is essential to gain patients’ trust to allow the use of their data for the sake of AI development. However, it is rather challenging to obtain patients’ consent for this matter. Data privacy and data security are the two main reasons why many patients are reluctant to allow their data to be used in AI development. Nowadays, electronic data security is still vulnerable and has become a major concern for citizens around the world. Between 2009 and 2015, there were 1142 large-scale electronic data breaches detected by health and business organizations of the US Department of Health and Human Services [39]. However, only seven cases among those breaches resulted in fines [40]. For this reason, people are still reluctant to put their data for the development of AI in healthcare systems (e.g., precision medicine) [41].

Data anonymity is another issue. Let us take a look at AI-assisted personalized medicine development. Although patients do not provide any personal information at the time of data collection, an early study [42] demonstrates that it is possible to de-anonymize genetic data and re-identify individual identities. Genetic data may be de-anonymized and re-identified using genotyping microarrays of high-density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) from intricate DNA mixtures.

Assuming that one day, a patient is willing to provide their data for AI development. Then, the AI developer inputted this data into the training system and distributed it to the other developer. Then, after several weeks, the patient decided to change their mind and wanted to retract their data. Since the data is already distributed and inputted into the training system and has become part of the system's decision-making process, retracting the data might be difficult. To conclude this subsection, let us offer another question: How can we appropriately balance AI development and the privacy of patients?

A. Algorithmic Fairness and Biases

Not just in high-income countries but also through “globalizing” healthcare and bringing it to even the most rural parts, AI has the potential to enhance health services [43]. However, the reliability, efficiency, and fairness of any ML system or human-trained algorithm will only be as good as the training data. AI is also susceptible to biases, which might lead to discrimination. Thus, it is crucial that AI developers are fully conscious of this danger and take steps to reduce any potential biases at every phase of the design process. Developers should pay particular attention to the possibility of biases in selecting which ML technologies/procedures to employ to train the algorithms as well as what datasets they want to use for the programming.
Algorithms can display biases that can lead to inequity with regard to ethnic origins, skin color, or gender, as shown by a number of real-world case studies [44, 45]. Biases can also exist with regard to different characteristics, like age or disability. Such biases have numerous, varied, and complex justifications. They could be the result of the datasets themselves, the selection and data analysis by data scientists and ML systems, the application of AI [46], etc.

Biased AI could, in particular, result in incorrect diagnoses, deliver therapies insufficient for specific subgroups, endanger their safety, and so forth in the health sector when phenotype- and genotype-related data is involved. To protect patients from damage, algorithmic bias and other ethical obstacles must be resolved. For instance, it has already been established that despite both groups having the same diagnosis, an AI system used to offer additional healthcare treatments failed black patients by referring them at a lower rate than their white counterparts [47].

B. Data Privacy and Sharing Regulation

Consciously or not, our data have been collected and gathered most of the time. These data include our internet search history, video watch history, even routine activities, and personal information. Indeed, each company has its own reasons behind this data gathering, such as personalized video recommendations, searching and shopping recommendation, sleep quality improvement, health assessment, healthy habit reminders, and even personalized daily routine reminders. Our data have been gathered through various media, including smartphones, computers, smart speakers, and smart watches/wearable sensors.

From the legal perspective, in most cases, consciously or not, we have provided our informed consent for the information collector to gather our personal data. However, most users do not bother to take the time to read thoroughly and understand the user agreements. We just scroll them until we find the 'agree' button. For this reason, we can easily deduce that this is the user's fault. However, from the bioethics point of view, this is a serious matter. This specific user behavior places the user in a vulnerable spot. An irresponsible company could very easily put a 'shady' term inside the user agreement, and the user will agree with it without even noticing it. It is very often that the users do not know to what extent they allow their data to be used. Furthermore, frequent software updates make it even more difficult for individuals to adhere to the terms of service they have agreed to [48]. In what ways should user agreements adequately reflect informed consent agreements? Subsequently, how can we design an ethically responsible user agreement? These kinds of questions are very difficult to answer, especially when it comes to AI-assisted clinical intervention.

Medical records and any other kind of patient data usually being stored in a clinic or hospital. Although these medical institutions have full control over the patients' data, actually,
they are only act as a data custodian. These data belong to the patients, and hence, patients’ consent is required to utilize these data outside the appropriate clinical use. In addition, in many countries worldwide, there are laws stating that a patient’s data should only be stored for a designated period and should be destroyed afterward. Many big data approaches, like deep learning, need hundreds to millions of datasets, the gathering, and processing of which takes a while. Therefore, patient permission to store and utilize their data for prolonged training and modeling is required. Again, for a variety of reasons, it may be very difficult to win patients’ trust when dealing with such sensitive personal information. As a result, the development of precision medicine is severely hampered. This makes data utilization for AI development becomes more challenging. A strong data privacy regulation, followed by strict implementation monitoring, a robust data safety system, and comprehensive continuous AI education for patients might be a solution for these issues.

Another issue is the regulation of data sharing. Medical record data is still being recorded at each medical facility today in several nations throughout the world. Additionally, not all medical records are archived electronically. It is undoubtedly difficult to collect and synthesize such data for AI development as a result. Data harmonization may also develop into a problem. In order to control the synchronization and sharing of data connected to medical records, appropriate and robust rules are required.

### Basic Principles of AI Ethics and Existing AI Guidelines

The accelerated development of AI technology raises concerns about how to manage and deploy them ethically. Because the participation of many stakeholders from various levels and fields of worldwide and national communities is necessary considering the complexity of the ethical issues surrounding AI. To guarantee that these cutting-edge technologies benefit all of mankind, national and international rules and regulatory frameworks are required. AI must serve humankind’s best interests.

In April 2019, ethics guidelines were released by the High-Level Expert Group on AI (AI HLEG) of the European Commission. The guidelines include seven essential criteria that AI systems must meet to be trustworthy and promote the tagline "Trustworthy AI." These values include responsibility, diversity, nondiscrimination and justice, human agency and supervision, technology robustness and safety, privacy, and data governance [49]. One year later, a white paper on AI, together with a report that accompanied it, was released by the European Commission. The paper outlines policy alternatives to support the safe and reliable development of AI and views health as one of its most critical fields of AI application. The white
paper stresses the purpose of legislation and investment: to boost the adoption of AI while addressing concerns related to its specific uses [50].

Artificial intelligence (AI), which is increasingly used, may have unexpected consequences. For individuals to feel confident that their data is being used legally, properly, and fairly, innovators must make sure that consumers are appropriately informed about how and when their personal data is shared. As a result, the Long Term Plan for NHS England, which is due out in July 2019, establishes the path toward widespread digitally enabled care [51]. The goal of these guidelines is to assist innovators in helping the NHS understand what the NHS is looking for when it purchases digital and data-driven technology for use in health and care. The NHS created The Data Ethics Framework to support and facilitate the creation and use of secure, moral, and efficient digital and data-driven health and care technologies. Respect for people, respect for human rights, participation, and decision-making accountability are the guiding principles of the Data Ethics Framework.

In order to encourage the deployment of trustworthy AI in 2020, the Korean government developed the National Guidelines for Artificial Intelligence Ethics. The Guidelines are made up of 10 crucial elements and three fundamental concepts that must be followed while creating and using AI. The common good of society, respect for human dignity, and fitness for purpose are some principles of these concepts [52].

The Recommendation on the Ethics of Artificial Intelligence, the first worldwide standard-setting document on the issue, was approved by the 193 Member States of UNESCO at its General Conference in November 2021 [53]. It will be a worldwide normative basis and a sense of ethics that leads to the emergence of high respect for the constitution of law in the digital world. Not only will it safeguard but also advance human rights and human dignity. This recommendation aims to create a normative indicator that is widely accepted and that not only concentrates on the expression of principles and values but also on their actualization through specific policy guidance. It places a special focus on issues relating to gender equality and the preservation of ecosystems. The standardized review index for the efficacy and safety of medical devices powered by AI, however, is still insufficient.

However, randomized clinical trial evidence is critically required before AI is approved and employed in patient care. The standards are crucial in this regard since clinical trials of medical AI must be conducted in a way that is ethical and doesn’t damage anyone. It may be feasible to standardize medical AI reporting with the help of recent guidelines, such as AI-specific extensions to the SPIRIT and CONSORT guidelines, and STARD-AI. This will make it simpler for the community to share findings and thoroughly investigate the utility of medical AI. The CONSORT-AI extension was created with 14 extra items that require to be reported for
studies involving artificial intelligence. These items include detailed explanations of the AI intervention, the qualifications necessary, the research setting, the inputs and outputs of the AI intervention, error analysis, and the interactions between humans and AI [54]. While the SPIRIT-AI advises researchers to provide detailed explanations of the AI intervention, along with commands and required skills used, considerations for the data handling, the human-AI interaction, and the error analysis [55].

In a specific field, The American College of Radiology (ACR), the European Society of Radiology (ESR), the Royal Society of North America (RSNA), the Society for Imaging Informatics in Medicine (SIIM), the European Society of Medical Imaging Informatics (ESMII), the Canadian Association of Radiologists (CAR), and the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) produce an international multi-society statement on ethics of artificial intelligence (AI) in radiology. The three themes covered by the recommendations are the ethics of data, the ethics of algorithms and trained models, and the ethics of practice. This consensus also emphasizes that the ethical use of AI in radiology should foster wellbeing, reduce damage, and make sure that gains and downsides are fairly divided among stakeholders [56].

Other academic institutions and government authorities have published ethical artificial intelligence (AI) concepts and recommendations that are not just applicable to the medical field. Transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy are concepts that are beginning to merge into the guidelines we outlined in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of published AI guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Issuer</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Declaration on Ethics and Data Protection in Artificial Intelligence [58]</td>
<td>ICDPPC</td>
<td>Support six guiding principles as essential values for the safeguarding of human rights while artificial intelligence is developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Guidelines for Artificial Intelligence [59]</td>
<td>The Public Voice</td>
<td>To guarantee that individuals keep track over the systems they design, encourage accountability and transparency for such systems. Human rights philosophy, data protection law, and ethical principles are all incorporated within the UGAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKSA Self-assessment [60]</td>
<td>UK Statistics Authority</td>
<td>Provide a simple framework for investigators to follow as they evaluate the ethics of their studies during the course of the research cycle. The self-assessment offers a useful way to spot ethical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
problems. The procedure seeks to facilitate a precise and dependable assessment of the ethical risk of research proposal submissions.

| Everyday Ethics for Artificial Intelligence. A Practical Guide for Designers and Developers [61] | IBM | Present a deliberate framework comprising five key areas of ethical focus: accountability, value, alignment, explainability, fairness, and user data rights, for providing an ethical foundation for developing and utilizing AI systems. |

Discussion and Conclusion

While AI offers various advantages and provides a whole new experience in the human life paradigm, numerous ethical challenges still need to be solved. System transparency and safety, informed consent and right to information, algorithmic fairness and biases, and data privacy and sharing regulation are among the main issues that should be addressed. A safe and transparent AI system, especially in their decision-making process, are important in the healthcare applications. Not only ensure patient safety, but these two factors will also enhance the patients' evidence and ease the system troubleshooting process (if needed). Apart from that, there is one major dilemma that is hard to be ethically solved. For instance, what if among the available options, there is no single decision that gives benefit without sacrificing any? In this case, the AI is faced with a typical cart dilemma (See Fig. 2).

In the AI-assisted decision-making system, the physician, along with the family, can discuss which option should be taken given the possible outcomes. However, what will be the case in the fully autonomous AI decision-making system? Suppose there is a patient with a relatively low chance of surviving that requires life-assisting equipment (e.g., AEDs, ventilators, etc.). What should the AI choose? Should the AI choose to provide resuscitation (or ventilators) to the patients at the expense of the patient’s comfort? What if the patient passed away 'unpeacefully' even though the patient is already being given the life-assisting equipment?

Perhaps, life-assisting equipment is a tool that can easily be controlled by healthcare workers without requiring AI assistance. What about the in-body robotic surgeon? What about the AI-assisted resource rationing decision for scarce healthcare resources [62, 63] (e.g., during the COVID-19 pandemic)? Under the limited resource setting, there should be one group of patients that need to be sacrificed. Should it be the elderly or the severely ill patients that require more support than the other groups but with a lower chance of survival? Or should it be the younger and relatively healthier group that has a higher chance of survival but, anyway, might not require the scarce resource in order to survive?
In summary, we believe that at their current state, AI systems, especially in healthcare sectors, are not ready to be deployed as unsupervised autonomous decision-makers. However, AI can still be utilized as a helping hand to assist physicians, researchers, or other stakeholders in making their decision. This is in line with the statement published by Harvard Business Review [64]. In their arguments, the writers mentioned several AI disasters, including Uber’s self-driving experiment that killed a pedestrian in Arizona in 2018 [65], Amazon’s recruitment bias that prefers male candidates over others (2014) [66], Microsoft’s unsupervised ‘Tay’ chatbot (2016) that has made racist and derogatory remarks based on their interactions (and learning) with human users just within 24 hours of launch [67], and healthcare chatbot (2020) suggested that a mock patient commit suicide instead of providing helpful suggestions [68].

To tackle the mentioned issues, appropriately designed guidelines should be implemented. As in Fig. 3, we believe that AI ethics guidelines should be formulated by various
competent parties. Many institutions, including governing bodies, non-profit humanitarian organizations, and even tech companies themselves, have made regulations/guidelines regarding ethical AI. However, the existing guidelines are not without flaws. For example, how can we ensure that the guidelines made by, say, companies, are not containing the companies’ personal interests? It is known that the AI environments lack diversity [69], leading to the diversity lacking in the AI ethics boards in some of those tech companies [70]. Then, the regulations made by the governing bodies are also vulnerable to exploitation. For example, a government might allow themselves to spy and gather the citizen’s data and defend themselves behind the "common interests" justification. In addition, it is rather difficult to formulate strict guidelines with very specific clauses without leaving any loopholes to be exploited, especially since AI itself is still rapidly developing. Moreover, although several AI guidelines (e.g., made by the EU Commission [49] or UNESCO [53] have covered more than one country at once, it is challenging to provide a common understanding among the members regarding the guidelines’ clauses. It is known that ethics are very closely related to cultures and religions, which are different for each region. Not only that, but it is also difficult to create an internationally accepted AI ethics guideline that is legally bonded, let alone enforce the law itself for the offender.
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